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Mark Bunting, publisher, Capital Ideas Media
National Bank Financial (NBF) says its team covers
320+ TSX-listed equities, of which more than half
offer income in the form of dividends or
distributions.
They’ve put together their annual portfolio that
contains 24 of NBF’s favourite yield ideas.
We’ve narrowed the list down to 10 based on
sector and geographic diversification, and the
highest projected returns.
NBF says the companies all share three investment
criteria:
Dividend/distribution yield approximately 4% or
greater.
2. Extremely low risk of the current payout proving
unsustainable.
3. Positive analyst bias regarding the prospects for
share/unit price.
NBF’s Dividend All-Star portfolio has an
annual return of 11.2% since inception in
2012 versus the S&P/TSX’s 6.9%.

Cashflows forecasted to hit record levels in
2019
With sales having grown at a 15% compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) in the past decade, we expect
this trend to largely continue as AFN reported record
commercial backlog at Q3/2018.
Not baking-in further M&A creates upside
potential.
We estimate that AFN has up to $182 million of dry
powder available to execute on further M&A,
excluding equity.
Comfortable with dividend & below average
payout.
We forecast AFN’s 2019 payout ratio at 40%, well
below the 10-year average of 65%. We believe
we’re past peak capital expenditure, suggesting
greater cash flow conversion going forward, which
will add flexibility to management’s capital allocation
framework.

Here are 10 Dividend All-Stars for 2019 from
NBF’s portfolio. Every stock is rated an
“outperform”:

Significant upside in end markets; reiterate
Outperform

AG Growth
Growth Int’l
Int’l (TSX:AFN)
(TSX:AFN)
AG

We continue to see strong demand in AFN’s end
markets as our long-term thesis that agriculture
infrastructure is underdeveloped remains intact.

Dividend Yield: 4.5%
Target Price: $71
Projected Return: 45%

We see all segments contributing positively – growth
we do not believe is adequately reflected given
AFN’s 4.8% dividend yield.
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Dividend Yield: 5.1%
Target Price: $45.50 (U.S.)
Projected Return: 21%
Invested in long-life, diverse assets with stable cash flow
BIP is one of the world’s largest global infrastructure companies. It operates on five continents and four business segments across utilities, transport, energy and
communications.
Approximately 95% of cash flows are regulated or contracted, of which about 75% are indexed to inflation and around 60% are without volume risk.
Capital redeployment and strategic initiatives to roll on.
BIP has visibility on almost $2 billion of M&A in 2018 and 2019 in addition to organic growth.
BIP has already invested about $900 million of this amount, including $630 million in North
American Residential Energy Infrastructure.
The firm completed the first phase of its Western Canadian Midstream business
tion, and phase two is on track to close in mid-2019.

“With sales having
grown at a 15%
compound annual
growth rate in the
past decade, we
expect this trend to
largely continue as
AG Growth reported
record commercial
backlog in its
last quarter.”

acquisi-

In 2019 we are also looking for a benefit from incremental equity investments into data centres and about $200 million into a 1,500 kilometre natural gas pipeline in India.
Sturdy balance sheet with healthy liquidity.
BIP has $3.7 billion of liquidity to fund its current deals and has targeted $500 million to $1
billion of additional capital recycling over the next six-to-12 months.
With about 90% debt fixed, BIP is significantly insulated from a movement in interest rates.
The average term to maturity is eight years at the operating level and less than five per cent
of total debt is due in the next two years.
BIP’s strong balance sheet and investment pipeline support its funds from operations (FFO)
payout ratio target of between 60-70%. BIP has delivered a 9% CAGR on its distribution for
the last 9 years.

“With about 90%
debt fixed, Brookfield
Infrastructure is
significantly insulated
from a movement in
interest rates. The
average term to
maturity is eight
years, and less than
five per cent of total
debt is due in the
next two years.”
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Target Price: $11.50 (U.S.)
Distribution Yield: 5.5%
Projected Return: 31%

Targeting Renters by Necessity:
BSR unlike many of its large-cap U.S. peers isn’t chasing a smaller group of young wealthy professionals. They
provide well located housing at an affordable price to renters with limited options.
Breathing New Life Into Existing Assets to Generate Higher Returns:
BSR is a value add owner and has a track record of repositioning properties to generate higher net operating
income (NOI) – a portion of this work has already been done but there is additional upside in the initial
portfolio.

Favourable Rental Market Dynamics and Supportive Trends:
A number of demographic and financial trends continue to push the U.S. towards a higher renter propensity
market (student debt, damaged homeownership psyche post financial crisis, transitory labour force and a
younger workforce).
The sunbelt itself has also seen the lion's share of growth given its lower cost environment and access to
high-quality employment.

Discounted Valuation, Solid Structural Attributes and an Income Oriented Investment:
Structurally speaking the REIT has a reasonable (~72%) payout ratio and leverage levels (49% debt / assets)
but trades at a ~23% discount to net asset value (NAV).
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Capital Power (TSX:CPX)
Dividend Yield: 6.9%
Target Price: $35
Projected Return: 28%

Highlighting cash flow quality.
Capital Power owns and operates 24 facilities across North America with a combined power generation capacity
~5,100 megawatts (MW).
Considering CPX’s cash flow profile, merchant Alberta power contributions represent ~15% of 2020 EBITDA,
and although set to expand by 2021 as Power Purchase Agreements on Genesee 1 and 2 expire at the end of
2020, the incremental merchant power exposure is partially offset by the recent Arlington Valley acquisition
(contracted through 2025), as well as ~$1 billion of long-term contracted wind projects (average ~15 years),
overall reducing 2021 merchant power exposure to ~25%.
$500 million fully funded clean energy growth per year.
CPX extended its annual dividend growth guidance of 7% through 2021 and has allocated ~$500 million in
2019 towards its three wind developments, with in-service dates through Q1/20.
We forecast a 45% payout ratio.
With plans to commit growth capital of ~$500 million per year on a fully funded basis towards contracted clean
energy projects, securing an additional two-four contracted wind developments per year, our bullish investment
stance for 2019 continues to come into focus.
7% annual dividend growth guidance through 2021.
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Dividend Yield: 11.5%
Target Price: $16.50
Projected Return: 70%
Diversified provider of industrial chemicals and services.
Chemtrade Logistics is a diversified provider of industrial chemicals and services to North American and international consumers.
CHE's products are used and have applicability in a number of industrial processes including pulp & paper, oil &
gas, drinking water treatment, metals & mining and other major industries.
Attractive attributes
Chemtrade Logistics has several positive attributes including:
1) Inexpensiveness - trading at trough levels of 6.1x EV/EBITDA (versus 5-year historical average of 8.1x
and comparable peers at 6.7x).
2) Elevated yield of 11.5% - highest level since 2010 and provides investors with solid income.
3) Conservative payout ratio of 62% in 2019.
4) Return to normalized operations expected in 2019.
Positive expectations for NTM.
We anticipate results in the next six-12 months will benefit from:
1) Stabilization of caustic soda prices in early 2019 with improvements for the remainder of 2019 and
positive outlook in the long-term.
2) Final settlement of legal matters (~$35 million of $100 million legal reserve to be resolved in 2019).
3) Re-pricing (higher) of water contracts to offset some higher raw material costs.
4) Potential to increase prices for ultra-pure acid to benefit from excess demand in the market.
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Dividend Yield: 6.7%
Target Price: $9…
Projected Return: 32%
Air Canada CPA provides long-term cash flow certainty.
The biggest contributor to Chorus’s cash flow in 2019 is its capacity purchase agreement (CPA) with Air Canada, which runs to 2035.
Under the terms of the deal, Chorus is paid a fixed fee and operating costs (i.e., fuel) are effectively passed
through to Air Canada.
As such, the company’s cash flows under the CPA are very predictable with little variability. Chorus will see
cash flow growth under the CPA as more aircraft under lease are added to the fleet.
Leasing business provides growth platform.
Chorus is growing into the regional aircraft leasing segment through its Chorus Aviation Capital (CAC) subsidiary.
Currently the company has 34 regional aircraft under lease with third-party airlines (non-Air Canada) with
available capital that we believe supports growth to over 50 planes.
The portfolio is well diversified with aircraft leased to 12 different airlines in 12 different countries. The weighted average lease term is ~8 years, which provides cash flow certainty.
Although leasing growth increases counter-party risk for Chorus, we note that aircraft leasing has historically
been relatively stable through economic cycles.
Attractive dividend yield
Management remains committed to maintaining the dividend, the yield of which is currently an attractive
6.7%.
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Dividend Yield: 6.3%
Price Target: $15.50
Projected Return: 27%
Growing Platform and Expertise in the German & European Markets:
While the Deutsche Post portfolio provided the REIT with an entry point into the European marketplace, almost
$1.4 billion of high-quality acquisitions and continued focus on building out DRG’s management team have allowed for the creation of a more robust platform.
Dream Global has established itself as a leading presence in Germany and has built a local network of relationships with professionals and tenants.
Given the increased scale of the portfolio, there are now opportunities for joint venture JV asset sales to further diversification and provide capital for future acquisition activity while augmenting FFO through management fee income.
Accretive Opportunities Given Spread between Cap Rates and Interest Rates:
While European capitalization rates have compressed since the end of the 2008/09 recession and the subsequent European Union sovereign debt crisis, they still remain at elevated levels from a historical perspective.
When compared with underlying government bond yields at all-time lows, the potential for accretive acquisitions is significant.
Further underpinning the long-term value proposition are rents below prior peak levels.
Combined, these factors create an enticing investment environment and one well suited to the Canadian REIT
structure.
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Dividend Yield: 7.5%
Target Price: $42
Projected Return: 52%
Aviation portfolio relatively stable.
We consider the majority of EIF’s airline and aviation businesses to be mostly non-cyclical as the airline operations mainly provide essential services to northern communities or operate under government contracts.
The company’s Regional One aftermarket parts and aircraft leasing business is an outsized generator of EBITDA for the company (~35%), but in the event of an economic slowdown, older aircraft will remain in service
longer, which would increase demand for aftermarket parts and end-of-life leasing activity.

Solid organic growth prospects and M&A potential.
We see organic growth for EIF’s aviation/aerospace portfolio in the maritime surveillance segment and as EIF’s
contract to support Canada’s new search and rescue aircraft ramps up in the coming years.
The company’s Quest Windows business is expanding its capacity with a new plant in the U.S. supported by a
backlog exceeding $300 million. We also expect EIF to continue to be active in M&A, which could further boost
growth.

Yield attractive
EIF’s 7.5% cash dividend yield is attractive and we believe sustainable. The company also has a consistent
track record of dividend increases.
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Dividend Yield: 6.7%
Target Price: $16
Projected Return: 40%

One of Canada’s premier asset managers
Fiera Capital ranks as the third largest independent publically-traded asset manager in Canada with over $135
billion in assets under management (AUM) across Canada, U.S., UK and Europe.
Company ownership is split roughly 62% public shareholders, 25% two Canadian financial institutions and
13% Fiera Capital.

Dividend supported by strong performance in core areas.
FSZ maintains a dividend policy to increase every other quarter supported by:
A ~7% FCF yield in 2019, positive net sales, and quality AUM growth.

Positive outlook drives our Outperform rating.
Our price target and Outperform rating reflect two key factors:
Robust AUM growth outlook on organic initiatives and acquisitions.
Adjusted EBITDA margin expansion as the business continues to gain scale and temporarily elevated expenses
subside.
Favourable characteristics undervalued

Fiera is trading well below the average trading multiple of ~11.0x EV/EBITDA levels and in line with historically
low levels, we recommend investors take the opportunity to buy at these levels.
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Dividend Yield: 4.7%
Target Price: $17.50
Projected Return: 25%

More growth than peers, financed by asset recycling.
INE is building a 10 megawatt (MW) hydro project (Iceland) and the 315 MW Phoebe solar project (U.S.). The
350 MW Foard City wind project (U.S.) has started limited construction.
The 50% JV with Energia Llaima should lead to growth in Chile, with two hydro facilities (125 MW) that could
start construction this year.
The 260 MW Hillcrest solar project (U.S.), is almost construction-ready and notice to proceed in hand.
To fund growth, INE could sell its stake in HS Orka (may fetch $350 million) or it could look to sell down ownership in other assets. This should be a positive catalyst.

Solar + battery projects in Hawaii provide diversification.
INE signed two 25-year power purchase agreements (PPAs) in Hawaii to provide a total of 45 MW of solar with
180 MWh of Li-ion battery storage. This is a new asset class for INE.
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Higher Highs
Stocks hitting 52-week highs often continue to move higher, according to
research from Capital Ideas contributor Fabrice Taylor. The key for investors is to
identify the companies with catalysts that can move the stock higher. Here are
some select 52-week highs:

Air Canada (TSX:AC) | 1 YEAR CHART

Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc. (TSX:ATDP.B) | 1 YEAR CHART

Allied Properties Real Estate Investment (TSX:AP.UN) | 1 YEAR CHART
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INITIATIONS
Haywood Securities analyst Neal Gilmer initiated
coverage of Valens GroWorks (CSE:VGW) with a
“buy” rating and a target price of $5.25 per share
which suggests 103% upside.

**

“Valens is a Kelowna-based cannabis producer and

Canaccord Genuity analyst Matt Bottomley initiated

processor and is positioned to be a leader in the

coverage on Harvest Health & Recreation

Extraction Services market” Mr. Gilmer added in his

(CSE:HARV) with a “speculative buy” rating and
price target of $15, giving the stock 39% upside.

report.
“The company has significant current production
capacity that is expanding towards 150,000
kilograms annually.”

“We believe Harvest is one of a handful of highly
capitalized, vertically integ rated Multi-State
Operations (MSOs) that are strategically positioned to
compete for meaningful market share on a national

“We are of the opinion that the extraction services

level in the U.S.” Mr. Bottomley added in his report.

market and development of oil derivative based
products will become an important aspect of the
cannabis landscape.”

“After founding its operations in 2011, the company
has grown its exposure to 12 states, which includes
the number one market position in Arizona and soon

“Valens’ primary driver of revenues will be toll

to be the leading retail presence in Pennsylvania.”

processing in the near-term, followed by expanding to
white-label products and its own branded products

“Management places a strict focus on the return of its

towards the end of 2019.”

invested capital in its business initiatives and has
focused a great deal of its attention over the past

“We view Valens as an attractive investment in the
cannabis sector as the market evolves towards

seven years on winning licenses from the ground up
in building its diversified portfolio.”

extracted product and consumer products. We believe
their shares are undervalued trading at 5 times fiscal

“In our view, Harvest has likely demonstrated the

2020 consensus EV/EBITDA.”

highest degree of operational execution among its
peer group of MSOs in the industry today.”
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‣ DHX Media Ltd. (TSX:DHX) has been upgraded
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Downgrades

to “buy” from “neutral” by B.Riley FBR analyst Eric
Wold. He has lifted his target price to $4 per share
from $3.50 which implies upside of 58%. DHX
Media recently released its earnings results
posting a wider loss than last year.

‣ TransAlta Renewables Inc. (TSX:RNW) has

‣ Ivanhoe Mines Ltd. (TSX:IVN) has been

been downgraded to “hold” from “buy” by
Canaccord Genuity analyst Derek Dley. He has
cut his target price to $23 from $26.

upgraded to “buy” from “hold” by Paradigm
Capital analyst David Davidson. He has raised his
price target to $4.80 a share from $4 which
projects a return of nearly 54%.

‣ Suncor Energy Inc. (TSX:SU) has been
upgraded to “outperform” from “neutral” by
Macquarie analyst Brian Bagnell. He has hiked his
target price to $50 per share from $39 which
suggests a return of 20%.

‣ Tesla Inc. (NASDAQ:TSLA) (NASDAQ:TSLA)
has been upgraded to “buy” from “hold” by
Canaccord Genuity analyst Jed Dorsheimer. He has
hiked his target price to $450 (U.S.) from $330
which implies upside of over 43%.

been downgraded to “hold” from “buy” by
Canaccord Genuity analyst David Galison. He has
a target price of $12 per share.

‣ Jamieson Wellness Inc. (TSX:JWEL) has

‣ Canadian Tire Corporation Ltd. (TSX:CTC.A)
has been downgraded to “equal weight” from
“overweight” by Barclays analyst Jim Durran. He
has lowered his target price to $166 from $193
due in part to the challenge Amazon presents.

‣ Russel Metals Inc. (TSX:RUS) has been
downgraded to “outperform” from “strong buy”
by Raymond James analyst Frederic Bastien. He
has a target price of $31 per share which
exceeds the consensus on the Street of $29.88.
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SPEAKING by Dwight Galusha

setyourstop.com

CGI Group (TSX:GIB.A) has been in consolidation for nearly seven months within a continuation type pattern.
Price action has now completed this technical pattern as it breaks out above a major resistance line to a new
all-time high.
The probability of continued upside momentum is extremely high with the PPO indicator turning up while above
the zero line (indicating positive momentum).
The surging accumulation/distribution line is also helping to determine the path of least resistance. This type of
breakout can be very powerful because the momentum dynamics often shift (accelerate higher) when a security
reaches a new all-time high.
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